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Reality Boy, by A.S. King

What do you do when someone in your family is
out of control? Who do you blame when when
you're five years old and no one will listen and
everybody pretends it's something it isn't? And
what do you do when you're 17 and you don't
know how to trust anyone?

People think they know Gerald. They call him
The Crapper. They think they know what his
family is like. Because they saw them on TV.
When Gerald was 5 his family went on Network
Nanny to supposedly get shown some tough love.
5-year-old Gerald acted out his rage against his
mother by, well, defecating. On camera. In
various places designed to outrage his mom. So
now he's “The Crapper.” And now he's 17, and he
has what we might kindly call some anger
management issues. The one place he feels
accepted and like someone who can make real
human connections is in the Special Ed room—
where he's been stuck even though he actually has
no learning disabilities whatsoever, no matter
what his mom says. And now maybe, just maybe,
he might be making a friend, who could turn out
to be a girlfriend.

His parents have been trying to ignore a very
unpleasant secret for a very, very long time. And
the secret is not about Gerald. He has never known how to tell anybody about it, because of what 
happened on air-quote Reality TV air-quote. Because it wasn't really Gerald who needed fixing when 
he was 5. He was the one who needed rescuing. Can he be rescued now, when he's 17? Can he rescue 
himself? He's Reality Boy, by A.S. King, author of last year's fabulous Ask the Passengers.

This first-person present-tense narrative cuts back and forth in time. An attempt to run away and join 
the circus may stretch credibility, but underscores important themes. This is not a story about incest or 
sexual abuse per se. It's about growing up with a sociopath, and parents in denial that their child could 
be so cruel, and manipulate them so well.
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Forgive Me, Leonard Peacock, by Matthew Quick

This kid, my next-door neighbor, Leonard. I'm
worried about him today. He scared me this morning.
I love this kid, I'll say it out loud, I love this kid
because he'll sit in the dark in my smoky old house
with me and watch my movies and quote Bogart with
me. Back and forth, it gives me the biggest kick. This
kid, he's an artist with a quotation, I'm telling you. I
turned him on to Bogart, but he just takes it to the
heights. There's some brain on this kid. 

I guess he's a bit of a nut, hanging around with a
crippled old geezer like me, but he's the kind of nut I
like. I kind of get the feeling he doesn't have friends
at school, because he never says anything about other
people, and he spends an awful lot of time with me
(not that I'm complaining).

The mother, she's a piece of work. She leaves him to
fend for himself for weeks on end while she does
whatever it is she's doing in New York. Magazine
editor, whatever. What kind of a mother is that, I ask
you? Leonard doesn't say anything to me about her,
but that just can't be good. I'm glad he likes to keep
me company, and do little things for me, because it
goes both ways, you know, the company.

So this morning he comes in all serious, and I can
see he's trying to hide something he's done to his hair. He makes me this present, and it's this great 
fedora hat, like something out of a Bogart movie, and when I'm a little nervous about why is he giving 
me this present, he makes up some cockamamie story about this is really Bogart's hat, and he bought it 
in some high-price auction. He's scaring me, now. 

So I'm worried about Leonard. There's definitely something wrong in his head today, like he thinks he's
already a ghost, making gifts to us the living. I'll admit it, he spooked me. So will you do me a favor, 
huh? Read this book, and let me know he's OK. I really need to know that Leonard is OK. It's Forgive 
Me, Leonard Peacock, by Matthew Quick.

This first-person book is told from Leonard's point of view. It's full of murderous and suicidal planning,
some heart-breaking memories of sexual confusion and strongly-hinted-at sexual abuse (not of Leonard
but of someone he knows). It's full of the consequences of bullying and ostracization at school. It's full 
of parental neglect, and clueless adults. And a lot of f-bombs and other harsh language. And it has one 
trustworthy adult in the story, who is probably a stand-in for both the author, and for us teen librarians 
who want to be the mentors that our troubled teens trust. That's an uncomfortable ethical line for us to 
walk, and this is an uncomfortable but largely brilliant book to read.
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Midwinter Blood, by Marcus Sedgwick

Imagine a story that begins in our future and
ends in the distant past. A story of mysticism and
mind-influencing drugs, of medicine and blood
sacrifice, and of hearts that will seek each other
across time and space. A story that tells itself
seven times in different years and different
ways, as two souls strive across generations to
find each other again (hint: they frequently miss
each other in time). It all keeps coming back to a
North Sea island where a strange flower brings
healing and forgetting, and where the people
have agreed to pay a price for the survival of
their community, which is where it all began.

Although the cover image of a young girl's face
is striking, it's unfortunate for this book. The tag
line of “Seven Stories of Passion and Love” is
also misleading, since there isn't much actual
passion in this book, and for much of it you may
not even be aware that it contains a romance.
About halfway in I was even wondering why it
was a YA novel, given the emotional
sophistication and intergenerational sensitivity
of the interlocking stories moving backward in
time and varying in tone and setting. But then I
got to the last few pages, and yup, when you get
to that Epilogue, this is a YA romance. It is
literary fiction with accessible prose, and a
challenging structure. You may not be surprised
to find that it was inspired by a surreal painting that hangs in the National Museet in Stockholm.

As characters say throughout the book: “Well, so it is.” Midwinter Blood, by Marcus Sedgwick, winner 
of this year's Printz award.
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The 5th Wave, by Rick Yancey

Cassie used to have a best friend, and
constant texting. She used to have two
parents, and a world of comforts and
certainties she never knew were so
fragile. Now all she has is her little
brother's teddy bear, an M-16, and her
diary. In the 1st wave, she lost her phone,
and all other electronics and anything
running on electricity or an engine. In
the 2nd wave, she lost the eastern and
western seaboards, and most of the
structure and infrastructure her world
was based on, when tsunamis and
earthquakes devastated the planet. In the
3rd wave, she lost her mother and vast
swaths of the human population to a
terrible disease. In the 4th wave, she lost
any certainty that someone who looks
like a human being is not an alien in
disguise, bent on destroying all humans.
Because the Others came, and decided
they needed to cleanse the Earth of its
native sentient population so they could
take our world to save their own dying
population.

But it's not just Cassie's story. It's also
Evan's story, an implanted alien who
chooses his own destiny rather than
finish the job of eradicating Homo
sapiens. And it's Ben's story, Cassie's
former unrequited crush who discovers
in the New World Order that he himself is being groomed to be the 5th wave.

This is a book about choices, about choosing who you are going to be. It's a book about the end of the 
world as we know it, but still with humor and the chance of love. It's a book with potent 
characterizations, wedded to tense action and lots of explosions and skin-of-your-teeth adventure. It 
begs to be filmed, and to have sequels. Unfortunately what it does not appear to have is people of color,
or even people whose names are not English or Germanic (and if your last name is Germanic or 
vaguely Russian-sounding, then you're probably a bad guy). Every character who is described 
physically is very specifically Anglo. Either that plague was highly targeted, and only people with last 
names like Walker and Parish survived, or both Yancey and his editors have a very specific and 
probably unrecognized bias. It's a shame. And a teachable moment when you talk with readers.


